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This Lecture
1. Deliverables

2. Review process

3. Review structure

4. Review principles



Deliverables

February 8th

 One/two page critical review of a paper
 Template on Moodle
 Evaluated on being constructive, specific, professional, structured

 0 to 3 points for each category

 

February 15thth

 One page evaluation of another student’s review
 Template on Moodle
 Evaluated out of 5 marks on having lessons present, lessons missing, general feedback

 



Review Process



Papers in literature and presented should be (among other qualities):
1) Sound
2) Significant
3) Novel
4) Verifiable/transparent
5) Easy-to-understand/appealing

Why do we want reviewing?

Reviewing helps:
 Decide which articles worth reading and presenting
 Articles become higher quality
 Authors/reviewers become better researchers



Why should we as a researcher review?

 Assist community
 Build reputation
 Win best reviewer awards
 Discover interesting work
 Read about new topics/approaches/styles

Best way to learn writing papers
is to critically review papers



https://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2022/peer-review-in-science-the-pains-and-
problems/

Journal Submission Process

1)Submission 
2)Sent to reviewers
3)Iterations:

1)Reviewers review and recommend
2)Reject, major revision, minor revision, accept
3)Authors revise and resubmit, with response letter

4)If accepted, published

Long process: 6m, 1 or 2 years

But, paper will get stronger



Conference submission differences

 Has program committee (PC) = reviewers
 Shorter time-frame
 Abstract submission one week before, for PC bidding
 Usually one round, can be two rounds, can have rebuttal period
 Decisions are different:



Single-blind: The papers contains the details of the authors.
Pros: Easier to do as nothing needs to be hidden
Cons: Bias by reviewers against authors (personally/professionally), their institutions/countries

Double-blind: Paper has no details about the authors
Pros: Removes the bias
Cons: Difficult to do, can lead to awkwardness (how to mention prior work?)

Single versus double-blind reviewing



Review Principles



Edit your review, making it as constructive and clear as possible. Even a very negative 
review should be respectful to the author(s), helping to educate them. - ICSE guidelines

Reviewing Principles

My perspective:

Pretend a senior colleague asked you for feedback and help on a paper, what would you say?
Be:
 Respectful – Address the content, don’t be harsh.
 Helpful and constructive – Mention what you don’t like and offer suggestions, be detailed
 Quick in responding – Return the review quickly



Ethics in reviewing
 Don’t share papers (!)
 Don’t try to publish your work first 
 Don’t recommend your papers to cite (unless extremely relevant)

 Check for (self-)plagiarism from past/other works
 Check for unethical research

 Mention conflicts of interest to editor
● Friends, family, co-authors from past 5 years, same institution



How to review
 Read the paper to get a sense of it (1 hr.)
 Read it in detail and write major/minor comments (2 hr.)
 Write the summary/pros/cons/recommendation (1 hr.)
 The next day, read the review again (0.5 hr.)

Don’t rush a review!



Review Structure







Overview
Summarize the paper in a few sentences. Lets a) the editor know what the 
paper is about, and b) the author know that the reviewer read it properly

Pros
For editor, why to accept. For authors, the strong points

Cons
For editor, why to reject. For authors, the weak points

Comments/Recommendation
Overall, why you chose your recommendation

Major Comments
For each section of the paper:
 Your thoughts, what can be improved, your suggestions
 Unclear text, missing related work

 Minor Comments
 Typos/grammar issues
 Basically, anything that can be fixed in five seconds

Paper Review Template (for deliverable)







Reviewer: 1

Public Comments (these will be made available to the author)
Summary
-------

The paper presents a method for the formal verification of pre/post-condition contracts in model 
transformations. Transformations must be defined using the declarative subset of ATL. Given that verification 
uses symbolic execution, results are valid for any potential input model. When the contract is not fulfilled a 
sample input model is provided as a witness. The approach is assessed quantitatively and qualitively in 
several case studies, where some optimizations (i.e. automatic transformation slicing) are applied to speed 
up verification.



Comments
--------

The paper title is adequate, and the abstract and keywords capture the important aspects of the submission. 
The introduction motivates the problem and summarizes the contribution. It also identifies that this paper is an 
extended version of a MODELS 2015 paper and highlights the new contributions in this submission (which in 
my opinion justify this extension).

The topic addressed by this paper (quality of model transformations) fits within the scope of SoSyM. 
Furthermore, it consider one of the most widespread languages (ATL) and it covers a sufficient subset of the 
language to support realistic transformations. Therefore, I think the paper will be relevant to any reader working 
with ATL or studying the quality of model transformations.



STRENGTHS:
1- The major strength of this submission is the ability to support most features in declarative ATL (except for using 
blocks, which can be rewritten anyway). Thus, this method seems to be applicable in a wide variety of 
transformations.
2- Moreover, experimental results show reasonable execution time and memory usage.
3- Thanks to symbolic execution, verification results hold for any input model.

WEAKNESSES:
1- The definition of the approach is not very formal. There is no formal proof of the equivalence of the original ATL 
transformation and the DSLtrans notation used for verification.
2- Furthermore, sections describing the mapping from ATL to DSLtrans (4.2.1 and 4.2.2) could be improved (see 
below).
3- Finally, a section of paragraph aggregating the shortcomings of the current prover and tool infrastructure would be 
welcome.

Hence, my recommendation is acceptance of the paper, provided that the issues regarding weaknesses (2) and (3) 
can be addressed. I believe that a formal proof of correctness is out of the scope of this venue.



Major comments
---------------

- Section 4.2.1: Rather than describing the semantics and the mapping, it mixes ATL semantics and DSLtrans 
semantics in the description and focuses too much on the specific Families2Persons case study. Hence, it is 
complex to understand (a) what is the semantics of ATL, (b) what is the semantics of DSLtrans and (c) an 
intuition on how ATL semantics is preserved in the HOT. This section could use some reorganization to better 
cover and separate these three aspects (a), (b) and (c).

- Section 4.2.2: Again, rather than describing how OCL constructs are translated, I feel that this section focuses 
too much on specific cases in the Families2Persons case study. A more general explanation on a systematic 
strategy to translate complex OCL expressions would be welcome.

- Shortcomings of the prover: Some limitations of the current implementation are mentioned throughout the 
paper, e.g. rule subsumption in Section 8.2, lack of support for using blocks in Table 1. A paragraph or section 
aggregating these limitations would be most welcome by practitioners.



Minor comments
--------------

- Section 6: There is no information on the metamodel size in the case studies, while Section 6.3.1 claims they are 
sufficient to cover a variety of metamodel sizes. Please include this information somewhere.

- Section 7.2: This Section mentions that the UML-to-Kiltera transformation has 17 DSLtrans rules, while
Table 2 states there are 14 DSLtrans rules. I understand they are slightly different versions of the same
case study, but please mention the differences among them.

Typos
-----

- Page 3, line 22: "hold when any" = "hold for any"
- Page 7, line 24: "internal traces" = "internal trace"
- Page 9, line 33: "which receive" = "which receives"
- Page 16, line 57: "no distinguishing" = "no distinction"
- Page 20, line 33: "two different path condition" = "two different path conditions"
- Page 27, line 52: "rule that" = "rules that"
- Page 30 and 31: Problems with upper-case in several reference titles, e.g. "Dsltrans", "Syvolt", "uml-rt", "atl", 
"turing". 





From ICSE 2023 guidelines – Section 6 is required reading

address research questions and supported by rigorous application of appropriate 
research methods

contributions beyond prior work, future implications

sufficiently original with respect to state-of-the-art

how paper supports independent
verification or replication 

quality of writing, clearly readable figures/tables, clear and concise

These criteria should be mentioned in your review
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Topics covered:
Reviewing process
Reviewing principles
Review structure
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